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Laser annealing (LA) has recently been used to obtain recrystallized silicon fifms,
where 3D devices could be realized. The precise process control required in their
applications encourages the construction of a computer model for the temperature rise
canse-d by LA. We simulated the stationary temperature profiles induced by a movi-ng

cw laser beam in mul-ti-layered SOI structures. In order to improve the crystal
quality, we proposed the SOI structures capped with polysilicon and applied this
simulation to the design of these structures. They forced single nucleation and the
qrain boundaries would be located beneath the outside of the polysilicon encapsulation.
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Introduction
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in perfect thermal contact with a heat sink
temperature Ts.
Table L Physj-cal constants.

of cw laser annealing have
But these models have not

dea1t with the structures patterned into stripes.

In this paper, we outlined a three dimensional
model taking scan speed into account.
The laser beam scanning and the patterned
structure can affect the laser melting process, so
we simulated the stationary temperature profiles
induced in multi-layered SOI structures by a moving
cw laser with several different i ntensi iw di sl-ributions. Then, the temperature profiles inside the
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Fig.1 Temperature d.ependence of the
thermal_ conductivities.
The physical- constants as shown in Table 1 were

used. The thermal conductivities of crystal
silicon and silj-con dioxide depend on the temperature as shown in Fiq.l. But the temperature
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The normal boundarv conditions for T are
dT/d,z = 0
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thermal conduction equation,
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The finite element method and Newton's method
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where z is the depth coordinate and L is the
sample thickness. Condition (2) means that heac
does not escape from the front surface of a sample
by radiation or convection. Condition (3) means
that the back surface of a sample is assumed to be
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$2.Results of this simulation
The temperature profiles are shown in Fig2 for
the three cases currently used to achieve singlecrystatlization (CASEl: the island. structure4)
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CASE2: "selective annealing" techniqu"S), CgSn3t

,,dual beam,, technigueo/ ) .

In CASE1, the trailing

edge for two scan speeds, Y=Lr10 cm/sec formed a
succession of concave interfaces' But for v=10
cm/sec, the peaks of the temperature lagged behind

the laser beam.
The results for CASE1 and CASE2 resembled one
another and the trailing edges were very steep'
For CASE3, the trailing edge was concave over the
large regions, but it was loose'
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g3.Measurement of temperature profiles

In order to confirm the validity of this
simulation, we d"evised the method of measuring
temperature profile in the simplified SOI
structures. The structue shown in Fig'3 was formed'
We measured the resistance change of the metal
stripe under the surface polysilicon film induced
by an argon ion laser beam with the gaussian
intensity distribution and estimated the temperature.

that the temperature distribution
was gaussian, then the temperature at beam center
m^
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metal at beam center AR(d=O) .
We assumed
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where 01 is the unit specific resistance per unit
temperature and oT, is the radius of the temperature'

disthed.istanceofthemetalstripefromthebeam
center.
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F.ig.3 Simplified SOI structures used
to measure the temperature
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This assr:mption was confirmed' by the experimental results thaL ln (AR) was proportional to d2
as shown in Fig4. oT was calculated from the
slopes of these lines.
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FLg.2 Temperature Profiles for
(a) CASE1: the island structure,
(b) CASE2: "selective annealing"
technique and
(c) CASE3: "dual beam"technique'
Y renresents the beam center.
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ared these experim ental resu lts w jtl-l
the s jm u lation . T hey fitted w ell- w jttr each otl:er ,
but the temperature d jstrjbutions were about 30Um
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thought it's reason was that the thermal
conductivity of the insulator film was smaller
than the that of the bulk insufator used in this
simulation.

We
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Fig.6 Schematic il-lustrations of the
structure capped with polysilicon and the temperater at
the underlain polysilicon.
The hatched areas were irradiated
by the laser beam.
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The temperature profiles

in these structure
were calculated as shown in Fig.7. For the
transparence coefficient ratio A=L.4 (a is defined
as 1-Ro/l-Ri), the trailing edge became concave
interfaces beneath the central two polysilicon
encapsulation. Fig.B shows the optical micrographs
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Fig.5 Comparison between
experimental results
the simulation.
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S4.Application to the design of the SOI structures
In order to improve the crystal quality, we
proposed the SOI structures capped with polysilicon.
Polysilicon encapsulation controlled both the
optical absorption and the heat flow and caused
single nucleation.
Laser beam was completely absorbed by the
polysilicon encapsulation and heated up the
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Fig.7 The temperature profiJes in
the structure capped with
polysiJ-icon.
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At the outside of the polysilicon encapsulation,
laser beam directlv heated up the underlain
polysilicon.
If we selected reflection coefficient
Ri larger than Ro, the temperature profiles was
controlled as shown in Fiq 6.
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cw laser scan after delineating the grain
boundaries by etching the sample with a Dashrs
etchant. The area under the polysilicon

encapsulation was single-crystalline in the sense
that there were no grain boundaries. A1so, the

grain boundaries v/ere located exactly within the
uncapped area between ad;acent polysili-con
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Fig. B OPticaI micrograPhs of the

crystallization pattern resulting
from a cw laser scan and schematic
illustration of the structure.
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5.

Conclusions

could simulate the stationary temperature
profiles induced in multi-layered SOI structures
by a moving cw laser beam.
It was confirmed that the temperature profiles
simulated here neary coincided with the temperature
profiles estimated by the experiment.
Finally, we proposed Lhe SOI structures capped
with polysilicon. This simulation was applied to
the design of these SOI structrures- They
controlled the temperature profile and caused
single nucleation.
We
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